


Hello!



We are a
Printing and
Design Company.
Quality is our top priority. Over all offers, quality matters the most on our work and dedication. 

We believe that good design deserve to be presented with a good printing quality.



Add more value 
with outstanding 
packaging!
What kind of packaging and how to make it outstanding? Leave it to us.

We have the experts as part of our team and we’re ready to craft the best unique and fresh idea 

to answer all your concern. More than just working for you, we offer to work with you as a caring 

professional partner. Together, we can discuss any case because we love challenges.



To put it simple, 
we are creative 
printing company.

“



Print Portfolio



Basic Print
Big & Small Envelope

Poster

Folder

Voucher

CertificateMenu Book

Business & ID Card

Letterhead & Report

Hanging Tag

Paper Bag

Catalogue/Company Profile/Annual Report/Book/Magazine/Tabloid/Novel

Banner

Wall & Desk Calendar Agenda & Notebook Brochure & Flyer

StickerNewspaper

























Packaging
Softcase/Corrugated Box/Food Grade Packaging 













Exclusive Goods
Hampers Namecard Menu BookGreeting Cards Invitation





































Design Portfolio
Q U A L I TA  X  V A S C O





















Finishing
Add more value through a distinctive quality of finishing.

Your brand will stand out from the crowd and speak for itself.



Screen printing (a.k.a Sablon) is a printing technique that uses 

a woven mesh to support an ink-blocking stencil. The attached 

stencil forms open areas of mesh that transfer ink or other printable 

materials which can be pressed through the mesh as a sharp-edged 

image onto a substrate. A fill blade or squeegee is moved across the 

screen stencil, forcing or pumping ink into the mesh openings for 

transfer by capillary action during the stroke.

Screen
printing



A technique where metallic foil is applied to a page using heat 

and pressure to create a reflective area. The effect is usually more 

eye catching than a metallic ink as the foil has a greater reflective 

properties and sits on top of the paper rather than being partially 

absorbed as is the case with the ink.

Foil/
Hot Foil 



Letterpress is relief printing. It involves locking movable type into 

the bed of a press, inking it, and rolling or pressing paper against it 

to form an impression.

Letter
press



A metal tool which punches is hole or edge into a piece of artwork 

ito create a irregular shape in the substrate, usually card or paper. 

Like a pie cutter in application, A die cutter is often used used to 

create packaging from a regular sheet, but can also be used in 

brochure design to create an unusual cover or to knockout a hole 

for a image to show through.

Die cut



he technique of raising up a portion of the page to create a shadow. 

This, like foil blocking, requires a special dye to be made and 

subsequently can add significantly to the overall cost of a job.

Emboss/
deboss



Embroidery are commonly used on fabric, but craft of sewing 

designs attach to paper or thin card it’s an excellent way of making 

greetings cards, bookmarks and the other printing that can make 

the unique effect.

Embro-
idery



Flocking is the process of depositing many small fiber particles 

(called flock) onto a surface. It can also refer to the texture 

produced by the process, or to any material used primarily for its 

flocked surface. Flocking of an article can be performed for the 

purpose of increasing its value in terms of the tactile sensation, 

aesthetics, color and appearance.

Flocking



Sealing wax is a wax material of a seal which, after melting, hardens 

quickly (to paper, parchment, ribbons and wire, and other material) 

forming a bond that is difficult to separate without noticeable 

tampering. Wax is used to verify something such as a document is 

unopened, to verify the sender’s identity, for example with a signet 

ring, and as decoration.

Wax 
Seal



Lasers are particularly well suited for realizing even the finest 

geometries with maximum precision and quality. A cutting plotter 

cannot fulfill these requirements. Laser cutting is a quick and 

easy process that can be used for processing paper, paperboard 

and cardboard. Even engraving of paper with the laser delivers 

impressive results. Whether logos,photographs or ornaments.

Laser
Cut



Edge paint is an ideal way to add a pop of color to the side of any 

of our premium business card. This finishing is applied by rolling 

ink onto the outer edges of the cardstock. Edge paint is also the 

perfect way to cover up the white edges of your card if you are 

printing a full bleed color onto a white stock by allowing you to 

have the flexibility of color matched printing your card while not 

having white edges. 

Edge
Paint



Engraving is the practice of incising a design onto a hard, usually 

flat surface by cutting grooves into it. The result may be a 

decorated object in itself, as when silver, gold, steel, or glass are 

engraved, or may provide an intaglio printing plate, of copper or 

another metal.

Engrave



Thermography or thermographic printing is a printing process that 

causes text or graphics to be slightly raised from the substrate. The 

resulting visual effect is interesting, making this a technique that is 

commonly used on wedding invitations, letterheads, business cards, 

greetings cards, gift wrap, diplomas and packaging. Since it is also 

a tactile effect thermography can be used to print braille text.

Thermo



Book
Binding

Bookbinding is the process of physically assembling a book from a 

number of folded or unfolded sheets of paper or other material. It 

usually involves attaching a book cover to the resulting text-block. 

We also can provide special binding such as Japanese binding.



Material Print

Paper

Fabric

Metal

Leather

Acrylic

Glass

Wood

Plastic





We love 
challenge!
Challenge us with your project. We can discuss further about what we can do to optimize the project’s potential.



Our
Satisfied
Client



say hi
to us!

Green Lake City, Ruko Crown L36

Cipondoh, Tangerang 15147
www.qualitaprints.com

021 2205 2830

info@qualitaprints.com

t.
e.


